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///// Bijschrift aanleveren //////

 [ 1 ]
The entire body of work consists of uncompromising groups 
of rectangular and round pieces of form that are placed, moved, 
divided, shifted, tilted. Every shape has a colour that is unrelentingly 
bright. The colours touch one another. There are no lines between 
them. They are colours without shadows. This is the idiom of Bonies. I 
see ceaseless energy within clear-cut movements of form and colour. 
The boundaries of the colour are straight or curved. They originate in 
the practice of the imagination. Corners are right angles, curves are 
segments of circles. Bonies’s belief in that morphology is unshakable. 
They are statements. This book is a compendium of that work. It could 
go in any direction. It is, in fact, limitless. His art, too, became sturdy 
and immovable, just like a building. There is actually nothing to be 
added to those angular assertions, with their straight lines and pure 
circles. At most, this: the circle is the round form of the square. Straight 
and round: these are the two great and essential summaries of form. 
They are unique and irreplaceable. You can use them to express what 
can scarcely be put into words but can in fact be seen.
 However, years ago, I did venture to present a brief impression 
to Bob Bonies. The work is broad, I wrote at the time, and precise. It 
possesses a tough solidity, as if it wishes to be not only art but also, 
for example, a building. It actually wants to be used, to step outside 
of art. It wants, in its way, to become reality, not just a dream. That 
is how the Russians, who inspired it, had envisaged it: large, simple, 
clear, smoothly tilting planes and colours that remain themselves. Not 
in competition with nature – or perhaps so?
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 [ 2 ]
I will consider an example: how a two-part painting works and is 
constructed. We read from left to right. That is what we are accustomed 
to – and it is also how we look at paintings. In, for example, Vermeer’s 
motionless interiors, the girl playing the leading role within the space 
is usually turned to the left. The light, too, comes from the left. The 
daylight falls upon the silent girl, caressing her colour, which begins to 
light up, as soft as velvet. I see that the actual key in such paintings, 
in their design, is the way daylight falls into them. Watch patiently 
and see that delicate light searching and feeling. In this way, figures 
automatically find their form and colour. I also look at Bob Bonies’s 
radiantly colourful Dyptiek (Diptych, 1972) from left to right. The visual 
form is composed of rectangular shapes of clean colour among similar 
shapes of white. They create a systematic impression. That is the 
nature of this design. In a painting by Vermeer, the light glides into a 
visual space that is always poised between light and darkness. The 
light finds form and illuminates colours from the shadow. Shade with 
light floating within: that is how these paintings are constructed and 
how, feeling our way, we look at them.
 In Bonies’s painted work, shapes and colours conspicuously 
appear without shadow. Mondrian had removed this from art. He and 
others (such as Van der Leck) had become involved in a new abstract 
presentation of forms. So a clarification of the repertoire was required. 
Rectangular shapes, three colours and black lines on white. Mondrian 
considered that sufficient. Anything more would be confusing. Bonies, 
too, began from this sort of repertoire. He also went much further. 

He felt an irresistible need for more visual space in the depiction. 
Do not forget that almost the entirety of Mondrian’s oeuvre consisted 
of small paintings. Within that small area, rectangular shapes were 
placed close together and moved back and forth – as gently and 
carefully as objects arranged in classical still lifes. The eyes remain 
very close to the work.
 In comparison to Mondrian’s intimate compositions, Bonies’s 
Dyptiek appears as spacious and clear as a panorama. At first the 
eye begins to wander until it starts to discern a schematic pattern 
in the positioning of the straight-lined shapes and the bold colours. 
However, the movement between these two panels involves a kind 
of transposition that is more practical in nature. In the left-hand panel 
we see an arrangement of four sharply rectangular forms that are 
also very brightly coloured: red, blue, yellow and green. The green 
one is, incidentally, a square. The coloured shapes are interrupted by 
clean areas of white. The pattern of the white planes corresponds to 
the position of the coloured rectangles in the right-hand panel of the 
diptych. Each of the four could be moved back to fit one specific area 
of white. This would result in a left-hand panel filled with complete 
rectangles of red, blue, yellow and green. The right-hand panel, devoid 
of colour, would be one large plane of intense white shining, clear 
and bright, alongside the deeper glow of the four compact blocks of 
colour. From the vertical red, along the edge on the left, the colours 
move clockwise towards the green, the most solid of the shapes.
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I imagine that this painting started out as a collage of rectangular 
shapes. But then, for example, four rectangles of colour were moved 
from left to right, which is where they ended up. It could also have 
happened the other way around. This relocation primarily liberated 
and activated the white in the painting. This then became an intensely 
individual pattern of very striking white. The richness of Dyptiek is that 
it is effectively a double painting. It is an ensemble of colours that glow 
keenly – and all the more clearly because the edges of the rectangles 
are so sharp. There is not a trace of hazy shadow around those edges. 
This is the point where the white begins, which gleams so much more 
brightly because, contrasted with the colours, it appears to become 
whiter and whiter. I see incredible clarity, which no pen can describe.

Jetteke Bolten-Rempt

Maximally Minimal
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///// Bijschrift aanleveren //////

Open and welcoming, Bonies’ bright colour forms invite wonder and 
questions about intended or apparent meaning. But there is no hidden 
message. This is about inevitable visual perception. A purely visual 
experience. Strict but also liberating.

Since the early 1960s, Bonies (b. The Hague, 1937) has been working 
exclusively with geometric shapes and the primary colours red, yellow, 
blue, plus green if required and white. These colour elements emerge 
according to a mathematical system, and he then arranges them. 
Colour and form and the space between are, for Bonies, the building 
blocks for constructions that speak for themselves and are also in a 
relationship with the surrounding space. In his oeuvre, now spanning 
some sixty years, form and colour have been completely liberated 
from any servitude to descriptive depiction or allusion: Concrete Art, it 
is what you see. Or is there more to it?
 He is not alone in his choice of colour and geometry as a visual 
language, as shown by the exhibition vormen van de kleur at the Stedelijk 
Museum in Amsterdam (19 November 1966 – 15 January 1967). Colour 
systematics, Hard Edge, Colorfield Painting and Minimal Art had been 
exhibited in paintings and sculptures from England, Germany, France, 
the Netherlands, the USA and Switzerland, including work by Bonies.
 Concrete Art, with Bonies’ work prominent in the Netherlands, 
embodied a final stage of a process in the visual arts, representation 
increasingly relinquished in favour of an autonomous imagery through 
form and colour. That endpoint was also a new beginning.
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With the invention and increasing use of photography in the second 
half of the 19th century, the reproduction of visible reality became 
more widely accessible. Painting cannot depict reality as well as 
photography can. But painting turned out to be offering unforeseen 
possibilities.
 A new kind of painting, not merely imitating nature but applying 
its own artistic rules in parallel with nature, could already be seen at 
the end of the century in the work of Van Gogh, Monet and Cézanne. 
According to Cézanne, all of nature is built up of geometric basic 
shapes; in principle everything we see can be reduced to the cylinder, 
cone, cube and sphere. His daring innovation in form and colour 
gave the depiction artistic independence with its own laws, rules and 
structure. He inspired many artists after him.
 Picasso and Braque analysed the form by means of their 
cubist dissection of the image, seen from all sides. As to colour, 
the analytical approach of light = colour in Seurat’s Pointillism was 
particularly groundbreaking. When one looks at the work, the dots of 
complementary colours simultaneously merge in one’s eyes, creating 
all kinds of nuances. He based this approach on the colour theories of 
Michel E. Chevreul (1839)1 and Ogden N. Rood.2 With Matisse and the 
German Expressionists, the expressive value of colour acquired a new 
autonomy, separate from perception. You can feel the blue, the red.
 The Futurists rejected the past and, on the way to the future with 
industrialisation, aimed at movement, dynamism. In Russia, Malevich 
countered traditional academic painting with his visionary Suprematism. 

1
M.E. Chevreul, De la loi du contraste 
simultané des couleurs et de 
l’assortiment des objets colorés, 1839

2
O.N. Rood, Modern Chromatics, 
with Applications to Art and Industry, 
1879, French translation 1881

In 1915, in the exhibition 0.10, he showed his non-representational, 
abstract-geometric compositions. Prominently displayed in the upper 
corner of the exhibition space, where an icon traditionally belongs, he 
hung his Black Square, his ‘new view of eternity, away from the divine 
and towards the cosmic.’3 Malevich’s revolutionary liberation of form, 
colour and content, as well as Tatlin and the other Russian avant-gar-
dists in many disciplines, radically claimed their place: new, accessible 
art for the promised society that the Russian Revolution of 1917 would 
bring about.
 At the same time, in the Netherlands, Mondrian arrived at his 
Neoplasticism in painting, independently of these developments. The 
ultimate goal was pure harmony, created through the unity of opposites. 
This is the hallmark of reality, such as the balance between man and 
woman, day and night, life and death, nature and the mind, and so 
on. Mondrian translated that philosophy into painting by means of a 
balanced relationship of contrasting imagery. He reduced his visual 
idiom to horizontal and vertical, straight lines, the geometric plane 
and the primary colours red, yellow and blue and their counterparts 
black and white. He propagated his ideas together with Theo van 
Doesburg and the magazine De Stijl, founded by Van Doesburg in 
1917. Neoplasticism took the lead in the development of a new society. 
With De Stijl as its platform, an international avant-garde of artists 
in all disciplines developed, in search of new forms and techniques; 
many of these artists worked at Gropius’s Bauhaus in Weimar, and 
later Dessau.

3
S. Scheijen, De avant-gardisten, 
De Russische Revolutie in de kunst 
1917–1935, Amsterdam 2019, p 53
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Van Doesburg, constantly in search of innovation and very much 
against Mondrian’s will, introduced the diagonal into his painting, 
calling it the fourth dimension. By doing so, he added movement and 
dynamism to his abstract-geometric visual language, akin to the new 
De Stijl architecture.
 The ultimate ideal of the De Stijl philosophy was the unity of 
art, life and society in pure harmony. This was, of course, hard to 
arrive at, during and after the First World War.
 In the run-up to and during the Second World War, the 
innovative artistic developments in Germany were officially dismissed 
as entartet, ‘degenerate’, and made almost impossible. After 1945, 
artists looked for a new freedom by emphasising the act of painting 
and the expressive power of material: Informal Art. Tachisme and 
Lyrical Abstraction, for example, inspired in part by surrealism, freely 
embodied a liberation of the spirit. In the Netherlands, the legacy of 
De Stijl also remained alive. This resulted in a variety of applications of 
geometric-abstract visual language and the pursuit of a new synthesis 
of art, design and architecture.
 In the USA, the traces of the pre-war European avant-garde 
were present with Duchamp, who united Dadaism, surrealism and 
conceptual art in his oeuvre. Under pressure from the Nazis after the 
closure of the Bauhaus in 1933, Josef Albers emigrated to the USA 
where he taught at institutions including the famous Black Mountain 
College in North Carolina. Fernand Léger, André Masson, Max Ernst 
and Mondrian also fled the war, living and working in New York in 

the 1940s. Partly fuelled by these artists, abstract painting developed 
further in many guises, both literally and figuratively on a large scale. 
The afore mentioned vormen van de kleur exhibition at the Stedelijk 
Museum presented two movements, Colorfield Painting and Hard 
Edge, in an international context.
 It was within the context sketched above that Bonies developed 
into a visual artist. How did he arrive at his strict reduction of form and 
colour?
 The Gemeentemuseum in The Hague (designed by the architect 
Berlage), now known as the Kunstmuseum Den Haag, is famous for, 
among other things, its unique collection of works by Mondrian, 
Van Doesburg and De Stijl. Also in The Hague, Piet Zwart and Paul 
Schuitema continued the ideals of De Stijl in the fields of photography, 
design and typography: simplification of form, functionality and 
accessibility for all. It was in part because of them that Bonies became 
interested in design. This interest took him to Sweden in 1957, at that 
time one of the leading countries in modern design. At the academy of 
Art and Design in Stockholm, he came into contact with international 
artists.
 After a stay in the USA, he worked in Canada for a time as 
an assistant to one of the artists he knew from Stockholm. There, 
Bonies learned to work with polyester, which would have a significant 
influence on his later work. Effective use of that rigid yet flexible 
material requires proper division, and therefore geometric elements: 
squares, rectangles, circles or parts of these shapes. The artist 
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developed a three-dimensional collage technique with mathematically 
determined monochrome shapes that were measurable and could 
therefore be repeated. This artisanal production process was crucial 
to the simplification of form and shape that would ultimately lead to 
Bonies’ geometric visual language. Also, his intention was to make 
small works in series with ‘mass production’ as the ideal.
 His wish to produce his work in series – making it cheaper 
and therefore more accessible for everyone – also led him to graphic 
reproduction with silkscreen printing. The reduction of colours was 
effective in improving the quality of the image. The colours selected 
were Bonies red, Bonies blue, Bonies yellow, Bonies green and white. 
His series of silkscreen prints satisfied the demand for graphics in the 
1960s and 70s. In doing so, he continued the ideals of the Russian 
avant-garde.
 Bonies progressed along the path of geometric-abstract 
division of the picture plane into elements, geometrically related to 
one another. This systematic method, in combination with his free, 
playful spirit, provided almost infinite possibilities. Unintentionally, his 
geometric visual language relates him to a philosophical freethinker 
from the distant past, Spinoza (1632 – 1677), who preferred geometric-
abstract images to language, because words, no matter how well 
defined, are charged with unwanted, ancient meanings. In terms of 
truth, the language we speak and write, cannot be compared to the 
language of mathematical symbols. Spinoza himself gave a good 
example: ‘If one were to imagine the “Infinite Substance” (God or 

Nature) as represented by an immeasurably large surface, like a sheet 
of paper, then the individual things, the figures that may be drawn on 
the plane correspond to the modes. If, for example, we were to divide 
the plane entirely into small squares, consider a particular square and 
ask what determines that square, then the answer is: that square is 
determined by the surrounding squares and not, at least not directly, 
by the entire plane. Ofcourse the square would not exist if the whole 
plane were not there.’4

 The measured image fragments that Bonies materialises 
through colour constitute parts of a geometric structure. Rotated 
over the square of the picture plane, a square at an angle of, for 
example, 45 degrees, and determined by colour and positioned 
asymmetrically, appears to form an infinite image, like Arvo Pärt’s 
minimalist composition Spiegel im Spiegel, which at first hearing 
seems simple.5

 With that rotating shift – the diagonal – dynamism originates: 
as a viewer, one may reconstruct that shift in one’s imagination. This 
is also how the space outside the concrete work of art is involved in 
the image. This aspect leads him to the actual juxtaposition of visual 
elements on different planes of the image, placed against one another 
and forming a shaped canvas. New forms develop that simultaneously 
issue an invitation to involve the surrounding space in order to 
experience the work of art. The works are always attached separately 
from and parallel to the wall, emphasising their concrete character as 
autonomous objects.

4
H.J. Störig, Geschiedenis van de 
filosofie, Utrecht/Antwerp, 1979, p. 314

5
Arvo Pärt, Spiegel im Spiegel, 
composition for violin and piano 1978
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 But first comes the free and intrepid drawing. The initial 
design phase, with pencil on squared A4 paper, is important for the 
specification of sizes, shifts and ratios.
 The following phase is the creation of small, painted 
‘prototypes’. Once the choice which image is interesting enough to 
actually be produced in the desired and appropriate size – simplicity in 
complexity – has been made, then the construction requires precision 
and the painting technique calls for accurate layering. Applying many 
layers of colour creates optimal intensity. Bonies always paints the 
works himself.
 The design for each of the works actually created is preserved 
on squared paper, along with the indications of numbers, sizes and 
colours; in that, too, Bonies is systematic and consistent.
 Also, Bonies has always chosen maximum reduction, the art of 
omission. In that apparent simplicity, a surprising new image is created 
every time. Goethe’s famous line In der Beschränkung zeigt sich erst 
der Meister (It is within limitation that the master reveals himself) is 
perfectly applicable to Bonies’ work, as is the line that follows: Und 
das Gesetz nur kann uns Freiheit geben (And law alone can give us 
freedom). He determines for himself the order that sets him free.
 The Gestalt of his work can be seen at a glance, an open 
invitation, but the underlying geometric system induces the mind to 
seek constructively for the origin of the shapes in the surrounding 
space. A purely visual experience.
 You see what you see, and yet there is more.

Bob Bonies

Works
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1964  acryl / canvas 305 x 265 cm (diptych) 29



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1965  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (diptych)30 31



1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 120 cm (diptych)1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 120 cm (diptych)32 33



1965  acryl / canvas 280 x 220 cm (diptych)1965  acryl / canvas 240 x 180 cm (diptych)34 35



1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm36 37



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm1965  acryl / wood 42,5 x 42,5 cm 3938



1965  acryl / canvas 160 x 280 cm (diptych) 1965  acryl / canvas 186 x 160 cm (diptych)40 41



1965  acryl / canvas 160 x 120 cm (diptych) 1965  acryl / canvas 120 x 480 cm (triptych)42 43



1965  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm1965  acryl / canvas 70,5 x 70,5 cm44 45



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm46 47



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm48 49



1965  acryl / canvas 150 x 200 cm (four-part)1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm50 51



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1965  acryl / canvas 185 x 225 cm (diptych)52 53



1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (triptych)1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 240 cm (diptych)54 55



1965  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 250 cm (four-part)56 57



1965  acryl / canvas 120 x 240 cm (diptych) 1965  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm58 59



1966  acryl/wood 30 x 30 cm 1966  acryl / canvas 140 x 210 cm60 61



1966  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1966  acryl / canvas 30 x 30 cm62 63



1966 – 1967  acryl / canvas 200 x 300 cm (diptych)1966  acryl / canvas 200 x 300 cm (diptych)64 65



1966  acryl / canvas 130 x 260 cm1966  acryl / canvas 130 x 260 cm66 67



1966 – 1967  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)1966 – 1967  acryl / canvas 200 x 300 cm (diptych)68 69



1966  acryl / canvas 250 x 480 cm (four-part)70 71



1966  acryl / canvas 30 x 30 cm 1966  acryl / canvas 160 x 280 cm (diptych)72 73



1966  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm1966  acryl / canvas 90 x 300 cm (diptych)74 75



1966  acryl / canvas 255 x 380 cm (four-part) 1967  acryl / canvas 125 x 200 cm (diptych)76 77



1967  acryl / canvas 130 x 260 cm 78 79



1967  acryl / canvas 160 x 160 cm1967  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm80 81



1967  acryl / canvas 120 x 120 cm1967  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm82 83



1967  acryl / canvas 180 x 810 cm (triptych)84 85



1967  acryl / canvas 130 x 260 cm1967  acryl / canvas 130 x 260 cm86 87



1967  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm1967  acryl / wood 200 x 160 cm88 89



1967  acryl / canvas 140 x 210 cm1967  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm90 91



1967  acryl / canvas 60 x 60 cm1967  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm92 93



1968  acryl / canvas 130 x 130 cm1967  acryl / canvas 342 x 200 cm (diptych)94 95



1968  acryl / canvas 200 x 240 cm1968  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm 9796



1968  acryl / canvas 200 x 250 cm (triptych)1968  acryl / canvas 275 x 470 cm (triptych)98 99



1968  acryl / canvas 140 x 210 cm1968  acryl / canvas 140 x 210 cm100 101



1968  acryl / canvas 70 x 70 cm1968  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm102 103



1968  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm 1968  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 105104



1968  acryl / canvas 180 x 150 cm (diptych)1968  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm 107106



1968  acryl / canvas 120 x 120 cm (diptych)1968  acryl / canvas 30 x 30 cm108 109



1968  acryl / canvas 180 x 380 cm (diptych)110 111



1968  acryl / canvas 180 x 180 cm1968  acryl / canvas 180 x 180 cm (diptych)112 113



1968  acryl / canvas 200 x 125 cm (triptych)1968  acryl / canvas 180 x 180 cm (diptych)114 115



1968  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (triptych)1968  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (triptych)116 117



1968  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (four-part) 1968  acryl / canvas 100 x 100 cm118 119



1969  acryl / canvas 30 x 30 cm1969  acryl / canvas 80 x 80 cm120 121



1969  acryl / canvas 288 x 218 cm (diptych)1969  acryl / canvas 140 x 240 cm (diptych) 123122



1969  acryl / canvas 210 x 150 cm (diptych) 1969  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm124 125



1970  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm1969  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm126 127



1970  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm1970  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm128 129



1970  acryl / canvas 170 x 270 cm130 131



1970 – 2020  acryl / canvas 150 x 180 cm (diptych) 1970  acryl / canvas 250 x 200 cm (triptych)132 133



1970  acryl / wood 43 x 43 cm 1971  acryl/wood 30 x 30 cm 135134



1971  acryl / canvas 240 x 300 cm (triptych)1971  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (triptych)136 137



1972  acryl / canvas 255 x 296 cm (four-part) 139138



1972  acryl / canvas 150 x 100 cm1972  acryl / canvas 150 x 150 cm140 141



1972  acryl / canvas 150 x 150 cm 1972  acryl / canvas 200 x 340 cm (diptych)142 143



1972  acryl/wood 150 x 150 cm 1972  acryl/wood 150 x 150 cm144 145



1972  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)1972  acryl/wood 150 x 150 cm146 147



1972  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm1972  acryl / canvas 195 x 260 cm (diptych) 149148



1972  acryl / canvas 140 x 280 cm (diptych)150 151



1972 – 1974  acryl / canvas 195 x 585 cm (triptych)152 153



1973  acryl / canvas 150 x 300 cm (triptych)1973  acryl / canvas 186 x 280 cm (diptych)154 155



1973  acryl / canvas 200 x 300 cm (diptych) 1973  acryl / canvas 225 x 270 cm (four-part)156 157



1973  acryl / canvas 140 x 175 cm158 159



1973  acryl / canvas 180 x 270 cm1973  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm160 161



1970 – 1973  acryl / canvas 180 x 180 cm1973  acryl / canvas 150 x 150 cm162 163



1973  acryl / canvas 150 x 120 cm 1974  acryl / canvas 113 x 113 cm 165164



1974  acryl / canvas 160 x 160 cm 1974  acryl / canvas 160 x 160 cm166 167



1974  acryl / canvas 300 x 300 cm (four-part)168 169



1974  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (four-part)1974  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (four-part)170 171



1974  acryl / wood 30 x 30 cm 1975  acryl / canvas 210 x 140 cm172 173



1975  acryl / canvas 250 x 250 cm (four-part) 1975  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (triptych)174 175



1975  acryl / canvas 225 x 175 cm (four-part)1975  acryl / canvas 240 x 180 cm (triptych)176 177



1976  acryl / canvas 250 x 275 cm (eight-part)1975  acryl / canvas 300 x 300 cm (eight-part)178 179



1976  acryl / canvas 150 x 150 cm1976  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm180 181



1977  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm (diptych)1976  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)182 183



1977  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (diptych)1977  acryl / canvas 200 x 160 cm (diptych)184 185



1978  acryl / canvas 200 x 300 cm (diptych) 1978  acryl / canvas 210 x 280 cm (diptych)186 187



1979  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (triptych)1980  acryl / canvas 225 x 225 cm (triptych)188 189



1979  acryl / canvas 280 x 280 cm (four-part)1979  acryl / canvas 242 x 223 cm (diptych)190 191



1981  acryl / canvas 240 x 950 cm (six-part)192 193



1981  acryl / canvas 173 x 200 cm1981  acryl / canvas 240 x 310 cm (diptych)194 195



1981  acryl / canvas 140 x 296 cm (diptych)196 197



1982  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm1982  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm198 199



1983  acryl / canvas 180 x 240 cm (diptych) 1983  acryl / canvas 210 x 225 cm200 201



1984  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm 1984  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm202 203



1984  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (four-part) 1985  acryl / canvas 170 x 226 cm (diptych) 205204



1985  acryl / canvas 170 x 226 cm (diptych)1985  acryl / canvas 170 x 226 cm (diptych)206 207



1985  acryl / canvas 180 x 240 cm (triptych)1985  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (four-part)208 209



1985  acryl / canvas 180 x 160 cm (triptych) 1985  acryl / canvas 180 x 180 cm (diptych)210 211



1986  acryl / canvas 260 x 260 cm 1986  acryl / canvas 250 x 200 cm (triptych) 213212



1986  acryl / canvas 250 x 200 cm (triptych) 1986  acryl / canvas 250 x 200 cm (triptych)214 215



1986  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm (diptych) 1986  acryl / canvas 220 x 200 cm (diptych)216 217



1986  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm1986  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm218 219



1987  acryl / canvas 230 x 160 cm (diptych) 1988  acryl / canvas 200 x 243 cm (diptych)220 221



1988  acryl / canvas 140 x 140 cm222 223



1992  acryl / canvas 283 x 212 cm (diptych)1992  acryl / canvas 200 x 100 cm224 225



2000  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)226 227



2001  acryl / canvas 120 x 120 cm2001  acryl / canvas 210 x 210 cm (diptych)228 229



2002  acryl / canvas 205 x 219 cm (diptych)2002  acryl / canvas 205 x 219 cm (diptych)230 231



2002  acryl / canvas 202 x 75 cm (diptych) 2002  acryl / canvas 202 x 75 cm (diptych)

 

232 233



2002  acryl / canvas 226 x 340 cm (triptych)2002  acryl / canvas 226 x 340 cm (triptych)234 235



2002  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm2002  acryl / canvas 140 x 280 cm (diptych)236 237



2002  acryl / canvas 283 x 241,5 cm (triptych)2002  acryl / canvas 350 x 225 cm (four-part)238 239



2002  acryl / canvas 223 x 292 cm (diptych)2002  acryl / canvas 223 x 292 cm (diptych)240 241



2002  acryl / canvas 250 x 290 cm (diptych)242 243



2003  acryl / canvas 150 x 150 cm (triptych)2002  acryl / canvas 239 x 239 cm (diptych)244 245



2003  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (diptych)2003  acryl / canvas 200 x 100 cm (diptych)246 247



2003  acryl / canvas 85 x 85 cm2003  acryl / canvas 240 x 240 cm (diptych) 249248



2006  acryl / canvas 198 x 198 cm 2006  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)250 251



2007  acryl / canvas 200 x 200 cm (diptych)2007  acryl / canvas 180 x 360 cm (diptych)252 253



2008  acryl / canvas 200 x 150 cm (diptych)254 255



2010  acryl / canvas 269 x 297,5 cm (diptych) 2014  acryl / canvas 340 x 340 cm (diptych)256 257



2017  acryl / canvas 160 x 80 cm (diptych) 2017  acryl / canvas 160 x 80 cm (diptych)258 259



2017  acryl / canvas 145 x 192 cm (diptych) 2017  acryl / canvas 224 x 270 cm (diptych)260 261



2017  acryl / canvas 200 x 150 cm (diptych) 2020  acryl / canvas 100 x 200 cm (diptych) 263262



2020  acryl / canvas 160 x 120 cm (diptych) 2020  acryl / canvas 175 x 280 cm (diptych)264 265



1966

Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam, 
Bob Bonies ‘Vormen 
van de Kleur’

1966

Stedelijk Museum, 
Schiedam

1966

Stedelijk Museum 
de Lakenhal, Leiden

Bob Bonies

Timeline

267

266



1968

‘Project Katshoek’ 
Rotterdam, in the 
back sculpture by 
Bob Bonies

1967

Galerie Waalkens, 
Finsterwolde, 
‘Beeld en Route’

1968

Galerie Swart, 
Amsterdam with 
in the middle 
Bob Bonies and to 
the left two works 
by Ad Dekkers

1969

Squares, ballet 
Nederlands Dans 
Theater, choreo-
grapher Hans van 
Manen, stage-
design, light and 
costumes by 
Bob Bonies

1974

Dutch Railways, 
art in the Sprinter 
trains

268 269



1975

Kunsthalle 
Düsseldorf, Heinz 
Teufel, Riekje Swart, 
Bob Bonies

1976

Galerie Magazijn, 
Groningen

1978

Museum Boymans 
van Beuningen, 
Rotterdam, 
Bob Bonies, 
Peter Struycken, 
Carel Visser

1977

Gemeentelijke 
Van Reekum galerij, 
Apeldoorn, left 
Benno Premsela

270 271



1981

Van Abbemuseum, 
Eindhoven

1983

Galerie Fonce, Gent

1981

Van Abbemuseum, 
Eindhoven

1984

Galerie Artline, 
The Hague

1981

Art Basel, Galerie 
Edition Partanen

1984

Galerie Schoeller, 
Düsseldorf

272 273



1986

Stedelijk Museum, 
Amsterdam

1986

Wilhelm Hack 
Museum, 
Ludwigshafen

274 275



1986

Wilhelm Hack 
Museum, 
Ludwigshafen

1988

Gemeentemuseum, 
The Hague

2003

Aritheum, Bonn

1989

‘Constructiv Triptic’, 
Centraal Museum, 
Utrecht with 
Frans Molenaar and 
Simeon ten Holt

1987

‘Danswerk’ in 
The Hague by 
Naomi Duveen 
and Bob Bonies

276 277



2004

Galerie Edith 
Wahlandt, Stuttgart, 
Bob Bonies, 
Edith Wahlandt, 
Antje von 
Graevenitz

2005

Wilhelm Hack 
Museum, 
Ludwigshafen

2005

Museum Ritter, 
Waldenbuch, 
Bob Bonies and 
founder Marli Hoppe 
Ritter

2008

Galerie de Rijk, 
The Hague

278 279



2008

Art Cologne 
with Galerie 
Hoffman with left 
Joost Baljeu and 
right Bob Bonies

2008

Mies van der Rohe 
Haus, Berlin

2008

2017

Art Cologne, 
Galerie Hoffman

2017

Galerie Hoffmann, 
Friedberg with 
Olle Baertling

280 281



2017

Galerie Hoffmann, 
Friedberg with 
Olle Baertling

2017

Galerie VIVID, 
Rotterdam 
with Shiro Kuramata

2018

Galerie Borzo, 
Amsterdam

2018

AYE Gallery, 
Beijing Beijing 
with Chen Wenji

282 283



2018

Art Berlin, 
Galerie VIVID

2019

Designmuseum 
Den Bosch, 
‘Modern Nederland 
1963-1989’

2019

Galerie Ramakers, 
The Hague, 
‘25 years Galerie 
Ramakers’

2019

Baars Projects, 
Amsterdam

2019

Závodný gallery, 
Mikulov

284 285



2020

Museum Voorlinden, 
Wassenaar

2021

Kunstmuseum,
The Hague

2021

Kunstmuseum,
The Hague

286 287



2021

Kunstmuseum, 
The Hague, 
Bob Bonies, photo by 
Pieter Vandermeer

288 289



 1937
 The Hague Born in The Hague, Holland
 

 1955 –
 1960

 The Hague Art Academy
 Stockholm in The Hague and Stockholm
  

 1960
 Stockholm Galerie Observatorium
 

 1961
 The Hague Galerie De Posthoorn
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Liga nieuw beelden’
 

 1962
 The Hague Galerie De Posthoorn
 Ashville NC Art Gallery
 The Hague Haags Gemeentemuseum
 Washington D.C. Georgetown Gallery
 

 1963
 The Hague Galerie Al-Veka
 The Hague Galerie De Posthoorn
 The Hague Internationale Galerij Orez
 

 1964
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Liga nieuw beelden’
 The Hague Galerie Al-Veka
 Kortrijk Stadsmuseum, ‘Visie 1964’
 Delft Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof, ‘Contour’
 Schiedam Stedelijk Museum
 

 1965
 The Hague Galerie Al-Veka
 Rotterdam Kunstzaal ’t Venster
 Zagreb Museum Grada, ‘Nova tendencija 3’
 Örebro Örebro Läns Museum, ‘Bonies, Cardenas, 

Häggblad, Johansson, Reutersvärd’
 Rotterdam Boymans van Beuningen
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart
 Apeldoorn Gemeentelijke Van Reekumgalerij, 

‘Naar een nieuwe abstractie’
 Brussels Galerie Le Zodiaque
 Gothenburg Galerie Lorensberg
 Stockholm Galerie Bleue
 

 1966
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Atelier III’
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart
 Brussels  Galerie Le Zodiaque
 Schiedam Stedelijk museum, ‘Bonies, Rous,Staakman’
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Liga nieuw beelden’
 Klagenfurt Galerie Heide Hildebrand, 

‘Konfrontation ’66’

Bob Bonies

Exhibitions

Selection

291

290 291



 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies, Dekkers’
 Gent Galerie Plus-Kern, ‘Made in Holland: 

konstruktieve vormgeving en 
konkrete kunst in Nederland’

 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies’
 Frankfurt Galerie Loehr
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Liga nieuw beelden’
 Leiden Galerie Walenkamp

 1970
 Groningen Groninger Museum, ‘Bonies, 

een documentatie 1968 –1970’
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart
 Gent Galerie Plus-Kern, ‘Bonies, 

Dekkers, De Vries’
 

 1971
 Koblenz Galerie Teufel
 Köln Galerie Teufel
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies’
 Liège Musée des Beaux Arts, tijdens Europalia 

1971, ‘Tendances constructivistes 
dans l’art hollandais après 1945’

 Hamburg Galerie Fürneisen-Dröscher
 

 1972
 Mannheim Städtische Kunsthalle
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies’
 Cologne Galerie Gmurzynska & Bargera, 

‘Konstruktivismus, Entwicklungen 
und Tendenzen seit 1913’

 Amsterdam Galerie Inart, ‘Konstruktivisme’
 London Lucy Milton Gallery, ‘Bonies, 

Morellet, Schoonhoven a.o.’
 Rotterdam Museum Boymans van Beuningen, 

‘Kunst van de twintigste eeuw’
 Venice Biennale di Venezia, ‘grafica d’oggi’
 

 1973
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies’
 Liège Palais des Beaux Arts, ‘Varianten, 

abstract-geometrische 
kunst in Nederland’

 Oslo Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, 
‘Nytt fra Nederland’

 
 1974

 Nürnberg Kunsthalle, ‘Zeigenössische Kunst aus 
der Niederlande aus der Sammlung 
des Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven’

 1976
 Cologne Galerie Teufel, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Düsseldorf Kunstmuseum, ‘Die reine Form, 

von Malewitsch bis Albers’

 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Vormen van de kleur’
 Borås Konstmuseum
 The Hague Al-Veka
 Leiden Stedelijk Museum de Lakenhal
 Gothenburg Galerie Maneten
 Stockholm Galerie Hedenius
 

 1967
 Finsterwolde galerie Waalkens, ‘Beeld en route’
 Assenede Galerie Margaretha de Boevé
 Bern Kunsthalle, ‘Formen der Farbe’
 Delft Stedelijk Museum Het 

Prinsenhof, ‘Contour’
 Klagenfurt Galerie Heide Hildebrand
 Brussels Galerie Le Zodiaque
 Bern Galerie Aktuell, ‘Holländische 

Avantgarde’
 Utrecht Stichting de Utrechtse Kunstkring, 

‘Werk van Bonies en Dekkers’
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Liga nieuw 

beelden signalement 1967’
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart
 The Hague Internationale Galerij Orez
 The Hague Haags Gemeentemuseum
 Dublin Municipal Gallery of Modern 

Art, ‘Dutch Graphic Art’
 Frankfurt am Main Galerie Loehr
 Leiden Galerie Walenkamp
 Norrköping Konstmuseum
 Stuttgart Kunsthalle, ‘Formen der Farbe’
 Amsterdam Galerie Art & Project, ‘Bonies, structure’
 Montreal World Expo (Dutch pavilion)
 

 1968
 Cologne Wallraf-Richartz-Museum/

Kunsthalle, ‘Ars Multiplicata; 
verfielfältigte Kunst seit 1945’

 Solothurn Galerie Friedrich Tschanz
 Caracas Museo de Bellas Artes, ‘Arte 

grafico Hollandes’
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart
 Schiedam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Bonies, Calderara’
 München Haus der Kunst, ‘Kunst aus 

den Benelux-ländern’
 Stockholm Galerie Aronowitsch, ‘Konstruktiv idé’
 Düsseldorf Städtische Kunsthalle, ‘Prospect 68’
 Amsterdam Galerie Swart, ‘Bonies’
 Hamburg Kunsthaus, ‘Public eye’
 Bern Kunsthalle, ‘Junge Kunst aus Holland’
 Rotterdam ‘Project Katshoek’

 1969
 Tokyo The National Museum of 

Modern Art, ‘the 6th International 
Biennal Exhibition of Prints’

292 293

292 293



 1987
 Ludwigshafen Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, 

‘Von Zwei Quadraten’
 Rapperswill Galerie Steestrasse, ‘Bob Bonies – 

Konkrete und Konstruktive Kunst’
 Madrid Galerie Aele
 

 1988
 The Hague Galerie Artline
 The Hague Haags Gemeentemuseum, 

‘Verzameling aan zee’
 

 1989
 Lübeck Overbeck-Gesellschaft, 

‘Konstruktivisten’
 Eindhoven Van Abbemuseum, ‘Capita Selecta’
 Schiedam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Nederlandse 

Konkrete Kunst’
 Utrecht Centraal Museum, 

‘Constructivistisch Drieluik’
 Amsterdam Galerie Brinkman, ‘Bob Bonies, 

Joost Baljeu’
 Tokyo Otsunamachi Mitsui Club, 

‘Constructivistisch Triptych’
 Zug Kunsthaus Zug, ‘Bob 

Bonies, Nelly Rudin’
 

 1990
 Luzern Galerie Fischer, ‘Konkret 

heute in Europa’
 1991

 Friedberg Galerie Hoffmann, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Amersfoort De Zonnehof, ‘Constructivisten’
 

 1993
 Dresden Albertinum der Staatlichen 

Kunstsammlungen, ‘Abstract’
 

 1996
 The Hague Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, 

‘Haagse meesters uit de Stadscollectie’
 

 1997
 Budapest Barcsay Halle, ‘Konkrete 

Kunst International’

 1998
 Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum, ‘Waves 

Breaking on the Shore’

 1999
 Dessau Stiftung Bauhaus Dessau, ‘Position der 

Konkreten und Konstruktiven Kunst’
 Quindao Quindao Municipal Museum, ‘The 

Quindao International Art Exhibition’

 Berlin Galerie Bossin, ‘konkret modular’
 Groningen Galerie Magazijn, ‘Bob Bonies 

1966 –1976’
 

 1977
 Gelsenkirchen Städtischen Kunstsammlung, 

‘Rationale Konzepte 77’
 Eindhoven Van Abbemuseum, ‘recht-gebogen’
 Apeldoorn Gemeentelijke Van 

Reekumgalerij, ‘Shapes’
 Zurich Kunsthaus, ‘Aspekte konstruktiver Kunst’
 Tel Aviv Tel Aviv Museum of Art, 

‘Trends in Geometric Art’
 

 1978
 Rotterdam Museum Boymans van Beuningen
 Berlin Galerie Bossin, ‘Konkrete Konzepte’
 Paris Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville 

de Paris, ‘Aspects Historique du 
Constructivisme et de l’Art Concret’

 Humlebæk Louisiana Museum of modern 
art, ‘Konstruktivisme’

 
 1979

 The Hague Haags Gemeentemuseum
	 Buffalo	 Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 

‘Constructivism and the 
geometric tradition’

 
 1980

 Dallas Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, 
‘Constructivism and the 
geometric tradition’

 
 1981

 Eindhoven Van Abbemuseum, ‘Bob Bonies, 
schilderijen, beelden, grafiek 1965 –1981’

 Klagenfurt Galerie Hildebrand, ‘Europäische 
Kunst 1960 –1970’

 
 1982

 Gent Richard Foncke Gallery
 

 1984
 Düsseldorf Galerie Schoeller
 The Hague Galerie Artline

 1985
 Groningen Instituut voor Kunstgeschiedenis, 

‘Bob Bonies, Vormgeving door Kleur’
 Amsterdam Galerie Brinkman

 1986
 Ludwigshafen Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, 

‘Bob Bonies Werke 1965 –1986’
294 295

294 295



 Montbéliard Musée du Chateau de Montbéliard, 
‘L’oblique – un regard sur la 
geometrie contemporaine’

 
 2010

 Fijnaart Museum van Lien, ‘50 jaar 
geometrische kunst’

 Stuttgart Galerie Edith Wahlandt, ‘Bob Bonies 
statisch dynamisch’

 Geisenheim Teunen Konzepte, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Zurich Galerie la Ligne, ‘Bob Bonies’
 

 2011
 Budapest Galerie Abigail, ‘Parizsi Kocka’
 Sopot Die Sammlung Heinz und Anette 

Teufel, ‘Konkrete Kunst’
 Cholet Musée D’Art et D’Histoire Cholet, 

‘Carmelo Arden Quin & Co’
 Schwäbisch Gmünd Museum und Galerie im Prediger, 

‘Quadratisch-Praktisch-Kunst, Die 
Sammlung Marli Hoppe-Ritter zu Gast’

 Stuttgart Galerie Edith Wahlandt, ‘Konkret’
 

 2012
 Antwerp Galerie Locus Solus, ‘Klare Taal’
 Budapest Vasarely Museum, ‘Osas Plus’
 Purmerend Museum Waterland, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Moscow the State Tretyakov Gallery, 

‘Art and Science’
 The Hague Gemeentemuseum, ‘Happy Days’
 Maastricht Bonnefantenmuseum, ‘On a Clear Day’
 Cologne Galerie Reckermann, ‘Kontinuität 

und Erneuerung’
 

 2013
 Aalsmeer Oude Raadhuis, ‘Bob Bonies, 

Frank Stella, Max Bill’
 Waldenbuch Museum Ritter, ‘malerei – 

konstruktiv, konkret’
 Fijnaart Museum van Lien, ‘zonder titel’
 Leidschendam Yellow Fellow, ‘Haagse Synthese’
 Budapest Galerie Abigail, ‘Holland Kocka’

 2014
 Kecskemét de Bozsó Collectie en Galerie 

Abigail, ‘Holland Kocka’
 Zoetermeer Terra Art Projects, ‘Concreet Nu’
 Elblag Galerie El, ‘Reduktive’
 Veszprém Arthouse Veszprém/Modern Gallery-

collection Lazlo Vass, ‘Bob Bonies’
	 Sofia	 Red House, ‘orthogonal 

14, non-objektive art’
 Ladenburg Galerie Linde Hollingen, 

‘Weiss Inspiriert’

 2000
 Amsterdam Galerie Artline
 

 2002
 The Hague Artoteek Den Haag
 Stuttgart Galerie Edith Wahlandt, ‘Jakob Bill, 

Bob Bonies, Andreas Brandt’
 

 2003
 The Hague Galerie De Rijk, ‘Bob Bonies’

 Bergisch Gladbach Städtische Galerie Villa 
Zanders, ‘Holland Konkret’

 Amersfoort Mondriaanhuis, ‘Geconstrueerde Groei’
 Bonn Arithmeum, ‘Bob Bonies in Arithmeum’
 

 2004
 Stuttgart Galerie Edith Wahlandt, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Amersfoort Mondriaanhuis, ‘Bob Bonies, 

Concrete Kunst’
 Plasmolen galerie Vierde Dimensie, ‘Bob Bonies’
 

 2005
 Ludwigshafen Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, 

‘Homage to the Square’
 Wiesbaden ‘Bob Bonies bei Peter Wesner’
 The Hague Galerie de Rijk, ‘Bob Bonies’
 Waldenbuch Die Sammlung Marli Hoppe-Ritter, 

Museum Ritter, ‘Square’
 

 2006
 Ceske Budejovice The House of Art, ‘Bob Bonies’

 2007
 Waldenbuch Museum Ritter, ‘Bildertausch 2”
 Leiden Stedelijk Museum de Lakenhal, 

‘Mijn laaste oordeel’
 Friedberg Galerie Hoffmann, ‘einfach gut’
 Budapest Vasarely Museum, ‘Living Color’
 

 2008
 Berlin Mies van der Rohe Haus, 

‘Bau-Kunst-Bild’
 The Hague Galerie De Rijk,’Bob Bonies’
 Amsterdam Galerie Borzo, ‘Relief & Construction’

 Amersfoort Mondriaanhuis, ‘European and 
American Abstraction Now’

 2009
 Groningen K09, ‘Concreet’
 Ludwigshafen Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, ‘simply the best’
 Stuttgart Kunstmuseum Stuttgart, ‘Konkret’, 

Die Sammlung Heinz und Anette Teufel
 Karlsruhe Museum für neue Kunst im 

ZKM, ‘just what is it’
296 297
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 2015
 Poprad (SK) Tatranska Gallery, ‘Reduktive NL’

 Umeni Ostrava (CZ) Galeria Vytvameho, ‘Reduktive NL’
 Elblag (PL) Centrum Sztuki Galeria 

El, ‘Reduktive NL’
 

 2016
 Purmerend Museum Waterland, ‘Generatie 

portretten Schilderkunst deel 1’
 Friedberg Galerie Hoffmann, ‘ Olle 

Bærtling, Bob Bonies’
 Stuttgart Galerie Edith Wahlandt, ‘20 

Jahre Hölderlinstrasse 55’
 Ludwigshafen Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, 

‘Abstraktionen’
 

 2017
 Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Centre
 Budapest Vasarely Museum, ‘OSAS come back’
 Leiden ARS, ‘Concreet 100 jaar later’
 Rotterdam Galerie VIVID, ‘Bob Bonies, 

Shiro Kuramata’
 Waldenbuch Museum Ritter, ‘Rot Kommt Vor Rot’
 Stuttgart Kunstmuseum
 

 2018
 Budapest Vasarely Museum, ‘Fuga’
 Budapest Vízivarosi Galeria, ‘Geometria’
 Arendonk Galerie-NZ, ‘Constructor’
 Beijing AYE Gallery, ‘Bob Bonies, Chen Wenji’
 Waldenbuch Museum Ritter, ‘weiss ist der Grund’
 

 2019
 Antwerp Galerie Schoots+Van Duyse, 

‘Vormen van betekenis’
 Amsterdam Willem Baars Projects, ‘Bob Bonies’
 The Hague Galerie Ramakers, ‘Bauhaus & beyond’
 The Hague Pulchri, ‘Move d’
 Zutphen ‘Zutphen Concreet’
 Rotterdam Galerie VIVID, ‘20YRS’
 Mikulov (CZ) Galerie Závodny, ‘Bob Bonies’

 2020
 The Hague Galerie Ramakers, ‘Bob Bonies, 

Cor van Dijk’
 Friedberg Galerie Hoffmann, ‘das 

unfolgsame quadrat’

 2021
 The Hague Kunstmuseum
 London The Mayor Gallery, 

‘Hope for bluer skies’
 Rotterdam Galerie VIVID, ‘Bonies’
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